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Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1), 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii), and
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v), attached is the subject report concerning
inoperable control room habitability systems due to leakage in air
supply system to control room isolation dampers caused by failure to
adequately test and maintain system following modification.

Very truly yours,

A %
James J. .'isicaro
Manager, Licensing ,
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On September 15, 1990, it was determined that four check valves located in the air
- supply system to two dampors used for isolation of the ANO-1 control room normal
ventilation system had not boon previously tested. The dampers are pneumatic valves
requiring air pressure for inflat. ion. Air supply is provided by the non-safety .
related instrument atr (IA) system and two redundant reserve air accumulators which
servo as a backup reservoir of closing air. The check valves function to prevent a
loss of accumulator air pressure due to backleakage should the IA system becomo
unavailable. On_ September 21, 1990, testing of the air supply system revealed
soveral areas of degraded system integrity including check valvo leakage. Immediato
correctivo actions included repairs of leakage at piping-joints and threaded
connections. The chock valves woro replaced and the system was modified by adding a
manual isolation' valves in each lino to provide isolation of the accumulators from
the IA system. proceduro changes woro implemented requiring maintaining the manual
valvos in a closed position except for periodic cycling for recharging the
accumulators. A proceduto will be developed'and testing of the dampers and air
supply system will be performed quarterly to monitor system Integrity.
Additionally, an ovaluation of the overall system onsign is being performed. The
root cause of this condit. ion was datormined to be no inadoquato design change
process that was in place in 1978 when the system was modiflod to its current
configuratien.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . _ . . . . . _ . _ . _ . . . . . _ . . . _ .
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A. plant Status

At the time of discovery of this condition Arkansas Nuclear Ono, Unit Ono
(ANO-1) was operating at approximately 80 percent of rated thermal power.
Arkansas Nucinar Ono, Unit Two (ANO-2) was operating in Modo 1 (power Operation)
at 100 percent of rated thermal power.

11 . Event Description

The ANO-1 and ANO-2 control rooms are located adjacent to each other and are
separated by a wall cont.alning louvered openings to provido for air flow betwoon
the rooms. The two rooms form a common control room envelopo [NA] whi,h is
provided with systems designed to ensure habitability of the envelopo during
normal plant operation and following a postuinted accident on either unit (soo
Figure 1). The habitability systems includo:

A separato normal heating, ventilation and air conditioning (llVAC) system*

for each control room.
An isolation syst.om for each control room's normal llVAC syst.em which*

providos automatic isolation of those systems by initiating
closure of dampers located in the normal llVAC systems supply .;.sd
exhaust ductwork. Associated instrumentation systems for the isolation
system include toxic gas (chlorino) monitors, radiation monitors and smoke
detectors.
An omorgency ventilation system (CREVS) [VI] consisting of rodundant*

trains of equipment (e.g., fans, filters, etc.) for recirculation and
filtration of the control room onvelope air volume following isolation of
the normal llVAC system. The CREVS also providos-for pressurization of tho.
control room envelope to provent ingress of unflitored outsido air.

-An emergency air conditioning system (CREACS) [VI) consisting of rodundant*

trains of equipment (e.g., fans, compressors, etc.) to provido cooling of
the control room envelopo under isolated conditions.

In September 1990, during the course of an NRC inspection, an inspector
requestod information related to previous leak testing of four (4) check valvos
in the air supply piping to the two (2) isolation dampers (CV-7905 and CV-7907)
[DMp] located in the normal llVAC system supply and exhaust ductwork for the
ANO-1 control room (soo Figure 2). The isolation dampers are normally open,
pneumatic valves (bladder typo valves) requiring air pressuro for inilation to
provido isolation of the normal llVAC system. Air supply to the dampers is-
normally provided by the plant's non-safety related instrument air (IA) [hD]
system. The air supply system also incorporates the use of'two rodundant
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reserve air accumulators (VRA-2A and VRA-2B) [RVR] which serve to provido a
backup reservoir of closing air for actuating and/or maintaining the dampora in
a closed position following a postulated loss of instrument air system. The
check valves in the air supply piping upstream of the accumulators provido
isolation of the accumulators to ensure this air sourco is not depleted due to
depressurization of the instrument, air system.

An investigation was conducted by System Engineering personnel to determino if
previous testing of the check valvos had been performed. On Septonibor 13, 1990,
it was concluded that testing of the check valves had not boca conducted. The
reults of previous survoillanco testing indicated that the capability to close j
the onmpors and isolato the ANO-1 control room within 10 seconds as required by I

the Technical Specifications could be achieved; however, the capability of the
check valves to prevent a loss of accumulator or system air pressure due to
backloakage to a depressurized instrument air system which could result in the
dnmper' reopening was unknown at this time.

Following discovery that the check valvos had not been tested, a comprohonsivo
action plan was developed and implemented to address this finding. A special-

work plan was developed to perform testing to verify the integrity of the check
valves and included provisions for chocking the leak tight.ncss of each control
room isolation dampor, both accumulators and other components of the air supply
system to the dcapers (e.g. , soldered piping joints, threaded fittings, solenoid
valves, etc.). On September 21, 1990, performance of part of the work plan
revealed several areas of degraded system integrity including check valvo
leakago. Based on this information the dampers and the ANO-1 control room
isolation system were declared to be inoperable.- As a compensatory monsure the
work plan developed for testing the system had required the closing and scaling
of fire dampers located in the ANO-1 control room normal llVAC system and
securing the normal llVA: system supply fans as proroquisites to performance of
the testing. Thoroforo, at the time of discovery of tho excessive system
Icakage, the-control _ room envelope was adequate 3y-Isolated. Additional actions
were initiated to restore the system-integrity to an acceptable condition. On
September 27, 1990, the dampors and isolation system were determined to be
operable and the control room IIVAC system was returned to a normal alignment.

C. Root Causo

A detailed review of the original design and subsequent modifications of the
ANO-1 control room isolation system since initial plant construction was
performed. This review revealed that in 1978 a modification was performed which
established the current system configuration using check valvos between the-
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non-safety related IA system and the reserve air accumulators. A review of the
documentation related to this modification revealed that testing of t.he

- functional capability of the check valves to prevent backleakage to a
depressurized IA system and testing to verify the integrity, (i.e., leak

J tightness) of other components of the system was not specified as being required
and therefore was not performed prior to placing the modified system in service.g

- Additionally, this oversight subsequently resulted in the failure to implement
.

provisions requiring periodic leak testing of the check valves and other
portions of the isolation system to verify system integrity did not degrade over
time.

Based on this information, the root cause of this event was determined to be
deficienc?os related to requirements for post modification testing in the design
change process in place when the system was modified in 1978.

In August 1988, the NRC issued Generic Letter (GL) 88-14, Instrument Air Supply '

System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment, to all hoiders of operatingr

licenses for nuclear power reactors. GL 88-14, indicated that as a result of
NRC studies of problems associated with instrument air (IA) systems for a number

. of years', concerns were identified related to adverse effects on safety-related
equipment caused by IA system failures. These concerns included indications |
that the performance of air-operated, safety-related components may not be in
accordance with their intended safety function because of inadequacies in the !

!design, installation and maintenance of the IA system. GL 88-14 required
licensees to verify that the design of the entire IA system; including air or
other pneumatic accumulators was in accordance with its intended function;
including verification by test that air-operated, safety-related components
would perform as expected in accordance with all design basis events; including j

a loss of normal instrument air. )
1

-

Reviews and evaluations of the ANO-1 IA system and air operated component
- designs and the functional testing required by GL 88-14 should have identified_

.the deficiencies associated with the air supply system to the ANO-1 control room ,

isolation dampers discussed in this report. Evaluations conducted by AN0'in
response to GL 88-14 Identified this system as being within the scope of GL
88-14. . Iloweve r , it was inappropriately concluded that current surveillance
testing of the system was adequate even though this testing did'not' include
simulating a loss of the IA system and ensuring the dampers would close and

- remain closed for an acceptable period of time. Based on this information it
was concluded that a contributing factor to the duration of this condition was
inadequate actions taken by ANO in response to GL 88-14.

:

__

i e
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D. Corrective Actions

Following discovery on September 21, 1990, that the check valvos and other
components of the system leaked excessively immediato corrective actions
included repair of piping joints, threaded connections and solenoid valvo
leakage. The four check valves were removed and replaced with new valves.
Ilowever, due to the unavailability of a better designed valve, it was necessary
to utilize check valves with a similar design. Bench testing of the new valves
for leakage prior to installation indicated that due to their design, i.e. ,

bronze seats and disc, little improvement in minimizing leakage was obtained by
this replacement. In order to resolve this problem, the system was modified by >

adding a manual isolation valvo in each lino directly upstream of the check
valves. By maintaining the manual valves in a closed position, positivo
isolation of each accumulator from the IA system could be achieved. Results of
system Inak testing with the manual valves closed indicated leakage was
significantly reduced. Conservativo calculations based on final leakage rates
in this configuration indicated the isolation dampers could be closed and
maintained in a closed position for o minimum timo period of approximately 72
hours under worst caso conditions. Routino rocharging of the accumulators from
the IA system can be accomplished by periodically cycling the manual valves.
Appropriate procedures changes were completed requiring maintaining the manual
valves normally closed and opening them periodically for recharging of the
accumulators. Remote monitoring of air supply system pressure is provided by
pressure switches which initiato a control room annunciator alarm if system
pressure decreases to approximately 50 psig.

Additionally, procedure changes were implomonted to require closing and scaling
. of- the fire dampers located in the ANO-1 CR normal HVAC system supply and
exhaust ductwork within 8 hours should a loss of IA occur for any reason. This 3
action will ensure adequate ANO-1 control room isolation is achloved and can be
maintained for an indefinito period of time following postulated events.

Long term corrective actions includo:

. Development of a permanent pit.nt proceduro and performance of periodic*

testing of the isolation dampers and air supply system to monitor system
integrity. Testing will initially be performed on a quarterly basis and',

the data obtained will bo ovaluated to determine if corrective actions are
necessary. Additionally, changes in the frequency of test performance may be
made based on the test results. The procedure will be developed and testing
initiated by 12/31/90.

Evaluation of an alternato system design including consideration of*

replacement of the existing isolation dampers with fail safe (i.e. , fall
closed) components or modifications to enhance the current system design.

~This ovaluation will be completed by 3/1/91.
..

- . - - - - - - -
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The process used to develop and implenent p%nt modifJcations at ANO has changed
significantly since occurrence of the errors uhich 1r.d to this event.
Improvements have been made in areas such as dWge change package development
including moro detailed reviews of design basis r'.,quirements for plant systems
and components and incorporation of testing requirements which are consistent
with the design basis to ensure functional capabilities are verified prior to
placing modified systems in service. In 1987, ANO reviced the existing
10CFR50.59 program with the objectivo of improving t'io quality, depth and
documentation of reviews conducted per the requirements of 10CFR50.59'for plant
design changes and procedure changes. This program requires detailed reviews of
design basis documents for each design chango. Additionally, ANO has initiated
a Design Configuration Documentation (DCD) Project intended to develop accurate
and accessible documentation reinted to the design bases for ANO systems.
Collectively, these factors should prevent the recurrence of a condition of this
-type.

With respect to the failure to identify this problem as part of the system
evaluations and test.ing performed in responso to GL 88-14, a detailed review and
investigation was conducted of the actione taken by ANO following recolpt of the
Generic Lotter. This review indicated several weaknesses in the process used to
respond to the requirements of GL Sh-14 (See Section G, Additional Information).

E. Safety Significance

The potential safety concern of this event is related to the possible
degradation of the capability to isolate and and maintain isolation of the ANO-1
portion of the control room envelope from outsido environmental conditions
during and following occurrence of postulated design basis ovents (DBEs). The
primary DBEs of concern are 1) a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) which could
produce external airborno radioactivity which could ontor the control room
onvolope resulting in excessive radiation exposures to individuals occupying the
space or 2) a significant toxic gas (e.g., chlorino) release or smoke which
could enter the area and may cause incapacitation of personnel or forco
evacuation of one or both control rooms.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Conservativo calculations utilizing data obtained during initial testing of the
system indicate that in the as-found condition, the air supply system was
capable of closing and maintaining the ANO-1 control room isolation dampers in a
closed condition for a minimum of at least 62 minutos following a postulated
rupture or unavailability of the 1A system. The instrumentation systems
(radiation detectors and chlorino detectors) required to provido actuation
signals for initiation of automnLic isolation were not af fected by this event.
Based on this information it was concluded that offectivo isolation of the
control room onvelope could have baon achieved for any of the initiating events
discussed above even considering a concurrent loss of 1A.

Considering this, the primary concern relatos to the potential for the dampers
to reopen after closure as supply air pressure to the dampors decayed due to
system leakage. Data obtained during system testing indicated that dampor
doflation or partial opening would occur once accumulator pressure was reduced
to approximately 6 psig. The damper air supply system is equipped with pressure
switches which monitor accumulator air pressure and provido a control room
annunciator alarm if system pressure is reduced to approximately 50 psig.

Under normal plant conditions actuation of this alarm would have alerted control
room personnel to a problem with the isolation system, llowever, considering
that this condition could have existed within a few hours following occurrence
of a significant ovent such as a 1.0CA, with a loss of IA, recognition and
diagnosis of the problem could have boon extremely difficult. Additionally,
under those conditions it is unlikely that suffit.1 =t actions could have been
taken prior to actual opening of the dampers.

Subsequent opening of the dampers could havn dobraded the capability of the
control room omorgency ventilation f01tration system to perform its function of
minimizing air leakage into the control room envelope following a postulated
accident. The safety analysis calculation used to evaluato cumulativo post
accident radiation exposures to personnel located in the control rooms assumos
that air leakage is minimized by operation of the CRTNS. Thorofore, this
condition could have resulted in invalidating the results of the safety analysis
related to this event. The actual safety significance of this is minimized by
soveral factors including; 1) the safety analysis calculation for post accident
control room operator dosos contains several conservative assumptions (e.g.,
radiation sourco terms, longth of timo personnel are exposed to airborno
radioactivity, etc.) which result in postulated'porsonnel exposuros greator than
those actually expected to occur, 2) considering measures currently in place at
ANO to respond to a savoro accident or transionc (e.g. , Emergency Response
Organization, proceduros, etc.), it is reasonable to believe that if opening of
the isolations dampers would have caused excessivo. radiation lovels in the
control rooms, thoso conditions would have been identiflod and corrective
actions taken to isolate the control room within a short timo period.
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F. Basis for Reportability

The discovery of excessivo leakage in the air supply system to the ANO-1 control
room isolation dampors was ovaluated and it was concluded that the condition had
resulted in previous operation outside the design basis of the plant and was
reportablo por 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(11)(B) and 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B).

The condition was also considered to be reportable por 100FR50.72(b)(2)(iii),
and 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v) as a condition that alono could have provented the
fulfillment of the safety function of a system nooded to maintain the reactor in

'

a sofo shutdown condition and mitigato the consequences of an accident in that
the safety function of the control room onvelope omorgency ventilation
filtration system could not be assured following the loss of capability to
maintain the ANO-1 control isolation damport. In a closed position following an
accident.

Those findings were reported to the NRC at 1314 hours on September 21, 1990.

Additionally, since the operability of the CREVS could not be assured and it was
dotormined that this condition had most likely oxisted for a significant timo
porlod beyond that allowed by the Technical Specifications specifying
operability requirements and actions for degraded conditions of this system, it
was concluded that both units at ANO had operated in a condition prohibited by
their applicablo Technical Specifications and this event is therefore reportablo
por 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

G.- Additional Information

Thoro have boon no similar events reported at ANO.

By letter dated September 18, 1990 (OCAN099011), ANO notifftr' togion IV of
the NRC of a potential discrepancy related to the accuracy the information
contained in the ANO response to GL 88-14. A follow-up lot er dated
September 24, 1990 (OCAN099012) provided the results of a preliminary review of
AN0's response to GL 88-14 which confirmed that portions of the responso were
not completely accurate and provided a commitment to perform a detailed-
roovaluation of GL 88-14 and an assessment to datormine the root cause of the
inaccurato information. The results of those actions will be provided in
accordance with the commitments made in the referenced letters.

Entergy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified-in the text
as [XXj.
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